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What we are looking for:

• To be able to see the intention of the cook

• Proper representation of the ingredients given

• Proper cooking methods and techniques

• Proper balance of ingredients

• An array of textures 

• Ease of eating the dish
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Intention of the Cook

Your goal, purpose or aim is your intention. It 
is something you mean to do, whether you 
pull it off or not. 

You may have the best intention of cooking an 
incredible meal, but if you leave the hot plate 
on and burn the house down, you will not be 
remembered as cooking a gourmet meal but 
rather as the person who left the hot plate on 
too long – let’s try not ever do that!

Basically, we want to see that you have a plan 
when you are working in the kitchen.
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Proper Representation 
of the Compulsory 
Ingredients 

• Depending on your age group, you are 
going to be given 3, 4 or 5 compulsory 
ingredients. We will let you know closer to 
the time what they are, but with enough 
time to prepare. 

• You will be allowed to use any other 
ingredients from your pantry.

• These compulsory ingredients need to shine 
and not be hidden in another random 
ingredient from your pantry. 

• 8-12 yrs: 3 ingredients - 1 dish
• 13-15 yrs: 4 ingredients - 1 dish
• 16-20 yrs: 5 ingredients - 1 dish
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Proper Cooking Methods 
and Techniques

Types of Cooking Methods:      

•Baking

•Roasting

•Steaming

•Sauteing

•Poaching

•Simmering

•Boiling

•Frying
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Basic Knife Skills:

•Chop

•Dice

•Slice & Cut

•Chiffonade & Julienne

https://www.radacutlery.co
m/blog/knife-cutting-
lesson/

https://www.radacutlery.com/blog/knife-cutting-lesson/


Proper Balance of Ingredients

Understanding balanced flavours, starts with knowing the basic rules behind 
preparing each element. Remember that adding salt to a dish does more 
than just making it salty - it enhances or counteracts other flavours within 
the dish.

These are the simple rules dictating how each element will affect the overall 
flavour:

1. Sweetness: From sugar, honey, fruits or otherwise, sweetness will 
counteract bitter and sour flavours. It can also be used to cut down the heat 
of a particularly spicy meal.

2. Saltiness: Salt plays two very important roles in flavouring a dish. Firstly, it 
balances against bitterness. Secondly, it enhances most other flavours
present in the dish, particularly sweetness. Think about salted caramel: this 
flavour combination works so well because of the balance created by the 
salt and sugar. Similarly, salt is commonly used in tomato-based dishes to 
enhance the natural tomato flavours.

3. Bitterness: Though not the most popular flavour generally, bitterness is 
critical to balance. The taste of grapefruit, dark greens or beer can help to 
cut through the richness or sweetness of a meal.

4. Sourness: Think of vinegar and citrus. Acidity works wonders in balancing a 
dish, adding liveliness and counteracting sweetness and heat.

5. Umami: This flavour can be hard to pin down, but is the inherent savoury
notes in soy sauce, mushrooms, oysters and many cheeses. Umami is best 
used to complement other flavours - perfect for a dish that seems balanced 
but is still lacking.
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An array of textures 

The three key texture are —CRISPY/CRUNCHY, CREAMY, and CHEWY

1.Lean on breadcrumbs: Other than the obvious uses of breading and 
frying, you can add breadcrumbs creatively. Toast some panko with 
garlic and toss it all with herbs for an easy pasta topping.

2.Chill your veg: Shocking sliced veggies like radishes or cabbage in an 
ice bath before eating them can up their crunch factor tenfold.

3.Keep that skin on: Searing the skin on a piece of salmon until it is 
golden brown is a simple and effective way of achieving the Maillard 
reaction. Plus, the textural contrast between crispy skin and tender fish 
is fantastic.

4.Embrace chips: Whether they are made of potato, corn, shrimp, or soy 
beans, chips can be used as garnish, breading, side dish...or even a main 
course.

5.Work with sugar: If you’re after the most teeth-shatteringly crunchy 
texture, one of the best and funnest ways to do so is to learn how to 
make simple candies/caramels.
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Ease of Eating the Dish

• When we say ease of eating the dish 
we are referring to plating and the 
dishes you have used to present 
your food. We don’t want your 
judges to be challenged when 
dishing up.

• Plating is going to carry the most 
weight point wise.
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https://whatsfordinner.com/kitchen-
tips/plating-techniques-tips-how-to-plate-
food-like-a-pro/

https://whatsfordinner.com/kitchen-tips/plating-techniques-tips-how-to-plate-food-like-a-pro/


Criteria for Entering

•You are going to need a "buddy" to help you with 
video-ing. 
•The device you use to join on Microsoft Teams must 
have a camera and be tested before the time to 
make sure everything works.
•You would need to pick two judges who will taste 
your dish at the end of the live cook-off and be 
comfortable with being on camera.
•Print out judges questionnaire to have available 
before the competition starts - don't forget pens :)
•Be available to participate during the week of the 
8th - 12th of November.
•The written report must be submitted 45min after 
the live judging. 
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What We Ask of 
Your Judges
• Taste and complete the questionnaire.

• Judges are asked to not use personal bias when it 
comes to spicy or savoury preferences; however, a 
a Spicy Jalapeno Burger is not spicy and perhaps 
sweet due to another ingredient used, will not 
score well compared to a dish that achieves the 
recipe's title and description.
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Timing 

Your time limit is two hours.

You will be asked to join the Live Teams Event 15 
minutes before we start the timer – we will provide 
you with times, dates and links closer to the time.

We suggest you divide your time as follows:

• 45 min mise en place

• 1 hour of cooking

• 15 minutes for plating 
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What is Mise en Place?
• Mise en place is French for “putting in place” and is used for prepping 

kitchen equipment and food before serving.

• It references the discipline and organization that a good chef practices in 
the kitchen. If you try this process, you might find that it also saves you a lot 
of time while you are cooking. If you implement this practice, you can 
potentially make one of the most stressful cooking situations a breeze.

• Applying the practice of mise en place is a lot easier than the name may 
sound. To properly use mise en place, follow these simple guidelines:

1. Have your recipe handy and develop a plan.

2. Gather all your ingredients, utensils and equipment.

3. One by one, wash, cut, dice, chop and measure all your ingredients.

4. Place them into appropriately sized dishes, bowls and containers for easy 
grabbing.

5. Set your ingredients around your cooking station for better accessibility.

One of the biggest benefits of using mise en place in the kitchen is to save time 
and keep you organized. Mise en place allows you to easily mix together all 
your ingredients for cooking or baking in a seamless manner. By doing a 
little bit of prep work before you begin cooking, you can save yourself a lot 
of time and seamlessly move through the steps of your recipe.
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Written Report
Your written report would need to be handed in 45 
minutes after judging.

It must be a max of 200 words containing:

• Your recipe

• Your method

• Your experience

• Hint: I need to be able to "taste" your food 
through your writing - eat with your eyes.

A great example of a cook who describes her food 
impeccably is Nigella Lawson. Have a look on her 
website for some ideas.
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Final Judging Criteria

• Recipe's Title   - 10

• Originality (thinking out the box), using the 
allocated ingredients in a creative way   - 10

• Creativity in presentation (artistic appeal) - 20

• Technical difficulty - 10

• Workspace organization - 10 

• Complete within time limit - 10

• Restaurant approved (portion size) - 10

• Grammar/language - written report - 10

• Judges to taste and complete a short questionnaire 
- 10
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T H A N K  
Y O U.
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